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Lina Handayani <edulearn@uad.ac.id> Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 10:25 AM
To: "Dr. Erita Yuliasesti Diah Sari" <ediahsari@gmail.com>

Dr. Erita Yuliasesti Diah Sari: 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Predicting Managerial Styles: Is 
MBTI Still Useful?" to Journal of Education and Learning (EduLearn). With 
the online journal management system that we are using, you will be able to 
track its progress through the editorial process by logging in to the 
journal web site: 

Manuscript URL: 
http://journal.uad.ac.id/index.php/EduLearn/author/submission/14582 
Username: erita 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this 
journal as a venue for your work. 

Lina Handayani 
Journal of Education and Learning (EduLearn) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Erita Diahsari <erita.sari@psy.uad.ac.id>

[EduLearn] Decision Predicting Managerial Styles: Is the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator Still Useful? 
1 message

Lina Handayani <edulearn@uad.ac.id> Fri, Sep 11, 2020 at 3:34 PM
Reply-To: "Dr. Lina Handayani" <linafkm@gmail.com>
To: "Dr. Erita Yuliasesti Diah Sari" <ediahsari@gmail.com>
Cc: Erita Yuliasesti Diah Sari <erita.sari@psy.uad.ac.id>, Khoiruddin Bashori <khoiruddin.bashori@psy.uad.ac.id>

Dear Prof./Dr./Mr./Mrs.: Dr. Erita Yuliasesti Diah Sari, 

It is my great pleasure to inform you that your paper entitled "Predicting 
Managerial Styles: Is the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Still Useful?" has 
been ACCEPTED and will be published in the Journal of Education and Learning 
(EduLearn). Your paper will be published for forthcoming issue. 
Congratulations! 

Authors are encouraged to carefully consider the reviewers comments and 
suggestions for improvement of their manuscript and for preparing their 
paper strictly follow the guide of authors (NEW TEMPLATE: 
http://iaescore.com/gfa/edulearn.docx. Please follow these guidelines to 
ensure that your final file is complete and in the correct format). 
-  This journal ONLY publishes high quality papers. A high quality paper 
MUST has: 1) a clear statement of the problem the paper is addressing; 2) 
the proposed solution(s); and 3) results achieved.  It describes clearly 
what has been done before on the problem, and what is NEW.  
- Make sure that your discussion section is suitable. The “result and
discussion” section reports the most important findings, including results 
analyse as appropriate. 
-  The title summarizes the main idea or ideas of your study (title is 
“summary” and “essence”  of your paper). Title should be 
“encompassing” as well as “descriptive”. A good title contains the 
fewest possible words needed to adequately describe the content and/or 
purpose of your research paper. Rarely use abbreviations or acronyms unless 
they are commonly known.  

To support the cost of wide open access dissemination of research results, 
to manage the various costs associated with handling and editing of the 
submitted manuscripts, and the Journal management and publication in 
general, the authors or the author's institution is requested to pay a 
publication and layout fee. 

Local (INDONESIA Authors): IDR 2750K 
Overseas (International Authors): USD 165  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Payment is by T/T transfer: 
Bank Account name (please be exact)/Beneficiary: LINA HANDAYANI 
Bank Name: CIMB NIAGA Bank 
Branch office: Kusumanegara 
City: Yogyakarta 
Country : Indonesia 
Bank Account # : 760164155700 (formerly: 5080104447117) 
SWIFT Code: BNIAIDJAXXX 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The above fee covers the standard eight (8) pages manuscript. For every 
additional page an extra fee of 40 USD per page will be charged.  

http://iaescore.com/gfa/edulearn.docx


Submit final paper along your payment receipt to email: EduLearn@uad.ac.id 
cc: EduLearn@journal.uad.ac.id within 3 weeks 

Your cooperation is very appreciated 

Best Regards, 
Dr. Lina Handayani 
Universitas Ahmad Dahlan, Yogyakarta 
linafkm@gmail.com 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------- ######### - IMPORTANT - ######### -------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

- Abstract: Prepare your abstract in a single paragraph and within 200 
words. You need to summarize your contribution, idea, findings/results, and 
describe implications of the findings. Without abbreviations, footnotes, or 
references. Without mathematical equations, diagrams or tabular materials. 
It is suggested to present your abstract included the elements: 1) state the 
primary objective of the paper; 2) highlight the merits (or contribution; 3) 
give a conceptual idea on the method; 4) describe the research design and 
procedures/processes employed (is it simulation, experimental, survey etc.); 
5) give the main outcomes or results, and the conclusions that might be 
drawn; and 6) include any implications for further research or 
application/practice, if any. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

- Camera ready paper: Your final camera ready paper should reflect a careful 
consideration of the following criteria: 
1. Analysis: your revised paper should demonstrate a clear understanding of 
the key issues related to your topic of choice. The paper should display 
analysis and not mere summary of the topic under consideration. It should 
also include evidence to support arguments where necessary. 
2. Connections: your paper should demonstrate a connection of the references 
you mention to the central topic and to each other where necessary 
throughout the paper. 
3. Mechanics: this includes attention to punctuation, grammatical soundness 
and your submissions being checked for spellings errors. 
4. Formatting: adhere the new guide of authors 
(http://iaescore.com/gfa/edulearn.docx) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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